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About Me

My passion lies in gameplay programming; seeing things come to life on the monitor. I love playing an
active part in the development of games by implementing features, playtesting, sharing opinions and
collaborating with the rest of the team. In addition to programming, I received an education of art
and game design, which makes me appreciate every aspect of a game’s development.

I moved from Belgium to Turkey, to work on my dream project: Mount&Blade:Bannerlord (M&B)
for Taleworlds Entertainment. For this project, I have worked on a variety of different tasks in both
single- and multiplayer. Now that we are close to releasing it, I am working harder than ever to help
finish the game.

Professional Experience

2014–today Work at Taleworlds Entertainment on Mount&Blade:Bannerlord.
Implementing game mechanics, doing performance profiling and optimizations,
preparing builds for our internal playtests, moderating design- and playtest meet-
ings are all part of the daily routine.
On top of that, for the last 2 years, I would also join some of my colleagues to
give presentations of our game to the press at E3 and GamesCon.

2014 Internship at Taleworlds Entertainment.
I started out working on M&B as an intern, over a period of 6 months. In that time,
I worked on gameplay features for the singleplayer campaign. In the evenings, I
worked together with another intern designer to come up with six boardgames (a
unique one for each of our in-game nations). After finishing the protype, it got
accepted as a new feature in the game. I then worked on refining the prototype
and implemented the remaining 5 games. Each with their own unique gameplay
and AI.
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Hobby Experience

2016–today Sole Programmer for Resistance&Liberation.
Stand-alone successor to the popular Half-Life 2 mod with the same name. De-
veloped on Unreal Engine 4 with a team of about 10 people. I am responsible
for implementing weapon systems (procedural weapon-sway, recoil, unique aim-
ing mechanics, ..), movement (crouching, proning, rolling), and game mechanics
(suppression, morale, ..) in C++, along with taking an active role in the design
direction of the game.

2014 Visual Scripting Tool.
Developed in the Esenthel Engine. There was a need for users of the engine to
use visual scripting (The engine only supports c++). I developed a plugin which
allows anyone to quickly create games with nodes inside of the engine. This tool
is currently being sold on the Esenthel Store and is the best selling third-party
product (but to be fair, the userbase is quite modest in size).

2013 Benchmark Tool.
Using the Esenthel Engine, I developed a tool that measures your performance
while flying through some beautiful worlds. Afterwards, you can choose to upload
your results to a database and compare with those from others. All the while,
making sure that the entire experience (from UI to level design) looks as good as
possible.

Education

2010–2014 Bachelor degree, Digital Arts and Entertainment at Howest University.
Developed games using Unity, UDK, XNA, Esenthel and an internal game-engine;
in groups and solo.
Made tools, 3D assets (high- and low poly), textures, paintings, drawings and rigs.

2001–2006 Economics/Modern Languages at Sint-Jozefs College Aalst.

Skills

Programming Solid programming background: C++ and C# in a variety of engines.

Scripting Experienced with node-based scripting (BluePrint and Kismet), along with
HTLM, CSS, XML, HLSL.

People Able to work effectively in teams and take responsibility when needed. Unani-
mously elected to moderate our office meetings. Experienced with presenting to
press and gamers.

3D Solid understanding of high- and low poly modelling, UV-mapping and texturing.
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Software

Programming MS Visual Studio, Unreal Engine 4 (C++ and BluePrint), UDK (UnrealScript
and Kismet), Unity, Esenthel.

Optimizing Intel VTune, Telemetry.

Versioning PlasticSCM, Perforce, TortoiseSVN/HG.

Art Blender, Autodesk 3dsMax, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Flash.

Languages

Dutch Mother tongue
English Fluent
French Fair

German Basic
Turkish Basic

Besides all this, I love to..

play the piano, spend time with my wife and son, read a good Franco-Belgian comic, dream away with
an epic sci-fi/fantasy novel, lose myself in an immersive RPG, explore forests and abandonned sites.
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